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l. Answer ail questions. Each in one or two words.

1. John L Baird.

2. Dubbing.

3. Close Up.

4. Panning.

5. Logging.

6. v/o.

7. Graphics.

' 8. Lead-ln.

9. Headlines are also a form of tease. Say True or False.

10. SIL in script indicates silent video tape. Say True or False.

Max. Marks : 80

(10x1=l0Marks)
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ll. Answer any eight of the following questions in two or three sentences.

11. Scheduling.

12. Jib.

13. High Angle.

14. KITE Victers channel.

15. 24 News.

16. Teaser.

i7. Split Page.

18. Sound Effect.

'19. Storyboard.

20 STAR.

21, ?2C.

22. Television is a living room med,um. Explain.

23 DTT.

24. ENG.

25 Soap Opera. 
-

26. Big Boss.

(8x2=16Marks)
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lll. Answer any six of the following questions in 120words.

' 27. lt is unfair to describe television as 'ldiot Box'. Explain.

28. Recent pandemic has underlined TV's role as a Liberal Educator. Explain from

Kerala's experience?

29. Evening News Hour debates in News Channels are equivalent of Editorial in a
newspaper. Elaborate?

30. Discuss the guidelines for using numbers in ry programme / TV News script?

31. Briefly describe the structure of a crew for a ry documentary shoot?

32. Describe the pre-production stage of a TV programme?

33. Describe about Business News based programmes in Malayalam News

channels?

34. Safari TV is a unique venture among Malayalam Channels. Discuss

35. Discuss key camera movements for shooting a television programme?

36. Critically analyse any one of the political satire programmes in Malayalam News

Channels?

37. What is three-point lighting or triangle lighting? Explain.

38. Copy Editing is as important in TV News as in Newspaper. Discuss.

(6x4=24Marks)
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39.

Answer any two of the following in 5OO words.

What are the important points to keep in mind . while writing the script for a

Television news bulletin?

Describe the poslproduction work of a Television documentary? Explain different
phases in post-production?

News Channels that have grown like mushrooms in a small state like Kerala has

only helped in lowering the standard of journalism. Do you agree or disagree with

this criticism? Explain

Write a script for a 3 minute news story about coastal erosion in a region near
you where houses are destroyed and pegple are shifted to a rehabilitation camp

lnterviews are one area of journalism where visual media has excelled the print.

Discuss. Also, mention the key points to.be kept in mind while doing a visual

interview.

Describe the role of sound in a Television production? What are the different
modesitypes of sound used in television production?

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)

40.

41.

42.

44.
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L Answer all the following questions. Follow the instructrons given in the brackets

wherever needed.

1 What is an E-journal?

2. What is the'rough cut' in film editing?

3. What are studio intelviews?

4. What is an anecdotal lead?

5 What do you mean by'slot'?

6. What forms the 'microcontent' of a web article.

7. What do you mean by Corporate bias in reporting?
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B. What is an esiablishing shot?

9. Define lnternet.

10 How is the technique of'cataphora' used in advertising?

(.10x1=10Marks)

ll. Answer any eight, each in a short paragraph not exceeding 50 words.

11. Ditferentiate between field and spot intgrviews in television.

12. Briefly describe the role of a cinemalographer.

13. What are'Question leads'?

14. What are the different types of questions that are generally used to conduct an

interview for print?

" 5 What are filter blogs?

i 6. What is the style used ln web writing?

17. Briefly explain the format of a Radio Scripi.

18. What are the different types of interviews used in radio?

19 What is termed a 'news value'?

20 What is 'Pars' in the structure of a news story?

21 What are the different types of film-based programmes that are usually telecast?

22 What is a 'screenplay'?

23. Mention how'rhyme' is used in advertising language with an example.
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24 The purpose of a book review.

25. State the importance of proofreading while editing.

26. Duties of the Output editor in Visual media.

(8x2=16Marks)

lll. Answer any six, each in a paragraph not exceeding 100 words.

27. What are the different types of lead? Elaborate.

28. Write a short noie on Censorship of media.

29. Write a TV script for a national news bulletin of 5 minutes duration. lt should
include at least one each of lnternational, national, regional, political and sports
news.

30. Enumerate the roles of the editor and the output editor

31. Writing is a creative process and involves the ability to tell a tale. Elaborate on
certain common rules that may be adopted while writing a script.

32 Mention a few methods that will help lo write for the social media effectively.

33. What is an op-ed piece?

34. Mention the steps involved in scripting the radio news.

35. The merits of podcasting.

36. What are the important points to bear in mind while creating a profile?

37. Create a script for a TV drama along the following lines:

A crowded street- a markei place- a sudden pick pocketing incident occurs-
chasing the culprit-reactions of the victim{he witnesses-arrival oi Police.....
Create a lltting climax.

38. Briefly comment on the usage of lndigenous (Desi) words in Enghsh.

(6x4=24Marks)
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